
	

	

 
 
    
     

FALKEN race cars play starring role in rapper video 
 

 
 

The latest video by German-language rap star Kontra K turns the spotlight on 
an actor with a difference. Drift cars under the FALKEN banner take centre 
stage in the video accompanying “Oder nicht” (Or Not), the artist’s third single 
from the album “Erde und Knochen” (Earth and Bone), which was released 
last Sunday. 
The spectacular footage featuring the 650-hp and 480-hp racers – a BMW Z4 
and a BMW M3, owned by Dutch drift legend Remmo Niezen – was shot at 
Ferropolis, a huge festival and event venue near Leipzig. It shows the rapper 
performing as he stands between the FALKEN drift cars, which come nail-
bitingly close to him – a scenario which confronted the two drivers, Remmo 
Niezen and Mark Vissers, with a real test of skill and experience. One of the 
highlights of the video shows the artist performing a stunt on one of the 
moving drift cars: a particularly nerve-racking moment and definitely a highlight 
of the video.	
 	
As well as serving as publicity material for Kontra K – a nominee for the 2018 
Echo Award in the Hip-Hop Urban National category – the stunning footage 
will be used by FALKEN itself; the tyre brand will post a making-of video on its 
social network channels after the release of the video for “Oder nicht”. 	
 	
“We are delighted to have the opportunity to present our brand in this unusual 
environment. The collaboration with Kontra K is an excellent bridge between 
motorsports and lifestyle, which form the two cornerstones of our 
communication strategy”, enthuses Markus Bögner, Managing Director and 
COO Falken Tyre Europe GmbH, about the partnership. “The collaboration will 
provide a gateway to new young target groups for FALKEN.“	

       Offenbach am Main, April 2018	



	

	

 
 
 
Falken Tyre Europe 
Falken Tyre Europe GmbH is the European affiliate of Japanese tyre manufacturer 
Sumitomo Rubber Industries Ltd. (SRI); with around 33,000 employees, it is the sixth 
largest tyre manufacturer worldwide. In 2001 and 2014 SRI was selected to appear in 
the Thomson Reuters ‘Top 100 Global Innovators’ list of the world’s most pioneering 
companies. From its location in Offenbach, Main, the company markets and sells a 
complete tyre portfolio for passenger cars, light trucks, trucks, pick-ups and SUVs as 
original equipment and for the entire European retrofitting market. All Falken factories 
comply with the ISO 9001, IATF 16949 as well as environmental standard ISO14001. 
Developed and tested in the world’s most demanding racing series, Falken tyres 
provide maximum driving pleasure. The Falken brand is involved in exciting and high 
technology platforms such as motorsport with a Porsche 911 GT3 R and BWM M6 
GT3, Red Bull Air Race, at the AUDI Sportpark stadium, which is the stadium of 
Bundesliga club FC Ingolstadt 04, and as the global tyre partner of Liverpool FC. 
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